
Perth Carnival – Nollamara 11th August 2018 

If you listen to the West Australian media, they would have you believe this is a two club state and that they don’t 
necessarily need to report the news, when they can just be the news. The media thinks that football is there to 
divide our great state; they couldn’t be further from the truth. The Masters Perth Carnival is what football is all 
about, it is what Tom Wills dreamed about when he first put quill to parchment in 1858 to document the great 
game we now call Australian Rules Football. Nollamara has become the country week for Masters Football, a 
place where the elders of the game can showcase their wares at one of the (as we found out) most multicultural 
suburbs in Australia. Athletes, Drinkers, and the genetically deprived make the journey to the big smoke to come 
together to celebrate football, the Australian game, the game that brings people from all walks of life together, to 
play a game we love. 

The Sharks being stewards of the game made the journey early, with many of the team heading up on Friday 
night to ensure they were well lubricated for the following day’s events. Handles, as stand in whiteboard attendant 
for the carnival was obviously burdened by the responsibility, not reaching for the amber liquid until well after 3pm 
to avoid a repeat of last year. The Sharks came together at the Grovenor, our Friday home away from home while 
we are in Perth to talk strategy and prepare for the coming day’s events. As Sharks, we chose a table reminiscent 
of that of King Arthur, one worthy of World Leaders and Victors of wars that had come before us, a table that was 
fit for the ruler of the ocean, unfortunately Elma Fudd was overwhelmed, and after a round of duck hunting slipped 
away to sit amongst the commons to have a meal prepared for one. The strategy meeting headed into the night, 
before all agreed we had implemented a plan that would take us to the top of Des Penman reserve. 

Saturday was upon us, the day we would show the Masters world what the Bunbury Sharks are all about. In 
traditional form this started with 2 Panadol, a croissant and an espresso, a morning ritual that has been passed 
down from Shark to Shark over many generations. While many of the elders headed to the game via horse and 
cart, a transport method they had used many times before, some of the younger pups went via Uber, a app many 
of the older generation believed to be witchcraft sent by Circe from the old city to slow our conquest. Upon arrival 
early indications pointed to the Sharks making camp near the pavilion, but on closer expectation this was merely 
the strapping line that was dominated by the Blue and White. Luckily the SHAGS had gone ahead and pegged out 
a bit of grass Vossy would have been proud of to set up camp. The 2018 Sharks Carnival team brought together a 
better collective than the 2018/19 Lakers roster and were eager to make their mark on the day. 

The first game was up against our Bunbury cross town rivals the Carey Park Pastimes. While the Sharks spent 
the night lubricating the soul the Pastimes looked like they had spent their Friday in a Beauty Salon with some of 
the best Hair I have seen since Derek Zoolander graced the field for the Dinosaurs. The Pastimes started strong 
with their 4 time Haywood medallist dominating out of the ruck, fortunately for the Sharks they were unable to 
capitalise on a ground smaller that Kim Jong-Un’s fan base. Alby Mangles managed to succumb to a groin injury 
after 4 minutes of play, which resulted in the most unreliable water boy in Sharks history. Smileys had swapped 
out his valium for No Doz and along with Sweat Pea, were bouncing around the backline like a Skippy on cocaine. 
DJ was getting a home town reception playing against his old club, sustaining more jeers than Donald Trump at a 
Women’s Convention. The Sharks started to come into their own towards the end of the first half to go into the 
break a couple of goals down. 

The second half saw the Sharks gain ascendancy as Pinky stepped up in the ruck to see the Sharks start to 
dominate out of the middle. The Pastimes tried everything to halt the Sharks out of the centre, including 
smothering the ball with their heads. Coach Smithy and Elma Fudd were on the receiving end of some great 
midfield work by China and DJ to capitalise in front of goal. The Sharks were up and about and Shiney and 
Double D were in amongst it, resulting in three goals for the Sharks on the trot. Terry was providing plenty of 
entertainment in the backline spending more time on the ground trying to milk free kicks than his current client 
base. The Pastimes managed to sneak a goal late in the game against the tide, to pull out a win that Steven 
Bradbury would have been pleased with. All in all, a great start to the carnival. 

The Sharks had a decent break between game one and two, which saw the team break out the fluids to ensure 
correct hydration. A couple of SHAGS thought they would venture down to the local to pick up some supplies. The 
girls were slightly on edge as they passed by three drug deals and four chalk lines. Luckily they were taken in by 
the locals upon exiting with a make shift esky made out of a cardboard box, which ensured they weren’t part of the 
next series of Australian serial killers. 

The second game saw our Dongara opponents swapped out for Kalgoorlie, with everybody wanting a piece of the 
legend, that is the Bunbury Sharks. The great thing about Masters Football is a four hour break and a carton of 
beers actually improves our skills, much to the disappointment of the challenges. After 10 Years on the sideline, 
Tracey finally got her moment in the sun taking on the coaching role for the game against Kalgoorlie. In true 
Smitty fashion the speech went for all of 10 seconds before we were sent out into battle. The Sharks came out of 
the blocks early, with China and Bishy providing plenty of run out of the middle pushing the ball into Fergie and 
Elma, who were dominant on the scoreboard early. While Fergie may have been dominant in the air, the ground 
ball was a different story with Fergie being rag dolled in a tackle, reminiscent of being on the wrong end of a Stone 
Cold Austin throw. DJ stitched up Goal of the Day from the pocket, which ensured the practice in the break was 
not in vein. JC saw a flare up of a 2000 year old injury he occurred when saving the sins of the earth. In fairness 



JC this story is starting to get old. In a place where Donald Trump runs the free world, Facebook is worth 542 
billion and Andrew Gaff is a criminal, best you dust the cobwebs off that cross, and start walking the Via Dolorosa. 
This left Tracey with a depleted bench, much to her disgust after Elma Fudd dropped a mark that an ISIS bomb 
maker wouldn’t have fumbled. Lucky for Elma the Sharks still managed to go into half time with a healthy lead. 

The second half saw the Sharks pick up where they left off, with the Sharks runners dominating through the 
middle. DJ, China and Heater were getting plenty of ball use out of the middle to deliver the ball into Coach Smitty 
on a platter. Smitty was looking to redeem himself after falling short in his attempt to win back to back longest kick 
titles at the Perth Carnival. With no attempt to pass after the mark all eyes were on the coach, his approach was 
slow but deliberate before seeing a kick that came off the boot on right angles, not unlike the Challenger Space 
Shuttle launch. The Sharks backline continued to run like a well-oiled unit with Vossy directing traffic better than a 
one armed cop, Terry abusing Harry Potterer for not blowing his whistle all day, while Sweat Pea dominated his 
opponent so well ‘he is likely to be cast in the next round of 50 Shades of Gray. Bishy’s on the mark antics 
resembling a cheap pole dancer in Kings Cross were a welcome addition to the Sharks backline and achieved the 
desired effects. The Sharks ended up running out the game comfortable winners eager for the next challenge. 

The last game of the day saw the Sharks come up against the Collie Fossils. A game the Sharks were eager to 
win, considering bragging rights at Fenians Bar later that night, were up for grabs. The original matchup caused 
some heated tensions as the Fossils unleashed mind games Bill Belichick would have been scared to employ. 
The Fossils had picked up a token Asian for their midfield which hasn’t been replicated since the hangover series. 
China was devastated, how could his home town do this to him, there can’t be two, the very function of “Token” is 
one. I haven’t seen a little Asian this angry since Donald Trump called Kim Jong-un; a Little Rocket Man. To make 
matters worse China was stuck at Full Back, unable to defend his title, luckily Terry had moved into the ruck for 
game three and was eager to unleash Chinas wrath on the man we will simply call “Number 2”. The Ball was 
thrown up by Harry Potterer, and the battle was on, the tension was high and who does the ball spill out to; 
Number 2, enough was enough the next time the ball went out to the wing Terry put a hit on Number 2 so late it 
was in a different time zone. This was the shot across the bow to the Fossils, this was the message, don’t come 
into our house trying to undermine our token Asian, nobody puts our token in the corner. The game was on and 
the wide spaces suited the Sharks game. Hynesy had moved down to full back and was picking the Fossils 
forward advances off like Sweat-Pea on Tinder at 2am. This was seeing the ball switched out onto the half back 
flank where Doogs was dominating his opponent with pace to push the ball down the ground. After two cartons, 13 
hotdogs, 6 buckets of chips and 2 packets of Voltaren the Sharks had hit their straps. The skill level was higher 
than a Chinese McDonalds, with precision movement across the ground that would have made Sun Tzu proud. 
The handballs had stepped up and the Sharks midfield was full of run with DJ bursting through the middle to 
deliver it into the forward like. The forward line were having some early trouble with Coach Smitty missing a snap 
from 20 out before Pinky failed to make the distance from 30, lucky Bishy was there to gobble up the opportunity 
to kick one through the big sticks to send the Sharks into the main break with a handy lead. 

After a quick half time pep talk and some minor changes we headed back out to the oval with China back into the 
middle to regain his mantle. With the Fossils starting to show the full effects of their 8 beers the Sharks runners 
started to get on top. The Sharks were able to transition the ball through the middle out onto the wing to quickly 
open up the ground. This saw the forward line more open than a Hen’s Party with free Veuve, Lucky for Peaky he 
had made the change to the Blue and White for the last game to become a target up forward. Peaky’s 
unselfishness was highlighted as he brought the Sharks forward line into the game. As the day was starting to 
wind up the elder Sharks thought something was missing. Bishy had managed to get through the day without any 
colossal errors. This was all about to come to an end; the ball was crossed to the top of the goal square where 
Bishy had more space than Azaria Chamberlain at Ayres Rock. He gathered the ball, faked the handball and with 
the turning circle of a Mack Truck ran straight into oncoming traffic to hit the post from 10 out. It is events like this 
that force Nicole to have a special place on the mantel piece for the prized horse. Eventually the Sharks ran out 
victors in a showcase game of Masters Football in front of a packed grandstand. 

The day was played in the right spirit with all of the Sharks players being great custodians of the Blue and White 
Jumper. Across the three games it was a team effort that saw everybody shine across the field, which cumulated 
into one of the best games played by the Sharks in 2018 against the Fossils. 

Perth Carnival All Stars 

Coach Smitty 

China (Will the real Slim Asian please Stand Up) 

The shenanigans pushed from Nollamara back to Finnians and into the night with a great time had by all involved. 
We look forward to the last game of the season up in Waroona on Friday 24th which will be a bus trip that will be a 
perfect end to a great season. 

 


